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Where do the prefixed forms come from? 
 

Quick summary of what we talked about today. Do you need to know this? No. But 

it’s interesting. And it may help you remember not just why but how prefixed 

forms differ from each other in Biblical Hebrew. 

 

Once upon a time in Canaan there were people who lived in city states and spoke 

different dialects of a West Semitic language. Canaan at the time was under the 

influence if not control of ancient Egypt. Naturally the rulers of these city states 

exchanged letters with the king of Egypt. They wrote these letters in cuneiform 

script on clay tablets. And they wrote in Akkadian which is the East Semitic 

language of Mesopotamia. However their own West Semitic language sometimes 

made its way into these letters. That is how scholars were able to reconstruct part 

of this West Semitic language. These letters were discovered at Amarna which 

used to be the capitol of Egypt under pharaoh Akhenaten. And so they are called 

the Amarna letters. 

 

What we call Biblical Hebrew descended from this West Semitic language. So our 

knowledge of this West Semitic language can help us understand Biblical Hebrew 

as well as other West Semitic dialects like Phoenician, Moabite, and Edomite. 

Technically Biblical Hebrew is not a language so much as it is a dialect of Iron 

Age Canaanite. 

 

Anson Rainey wrote an important article entitled, “The Ancient Hebrew Prefix 

Conjugation in the Light of Amarna Canaanite”, Hebrew Studies 27 (1986), 4-16. 

In a nutshell Ancient Hebrew (before it became what we call Biblical Hebrew) had 

a prefixed form. And this prefixed form had two tenses each of which had three 

modes. 

 

Indicative Injunctive 

Preterite Yaqtul Jussive Yaqtul 

Imperfect Yaqtulu Volitive Yaqtula 

Energic Yaqtulun(n)u Energic Yaqtulun(n)u 

 

Do not get too hung up on the terms Rainey uses. Indicative seems to mean 

“happened or will happen”. Injunctive seems to mean “want it to happen”. Preterite 



means past. Imperfect means incomplete and often future. I’m not sure of the 

difference between jussive and volitive. Wish versus command? 

 

Rainey concludes – and many would agree – that: 

 

• Preterite yaqtul became Hebrew wayyiqtol (with heavy ו־ added). There are 
a few chapters that scholars think represent a very early stage of Biblical 

Hebrew. And in these passages are some preterite verbs without the heavy ו־. 
 

• Imperfect yaqtulu became Hebrew imperfect. Simple enough. 

 

• Jussive yaqtul became Hebrew jussive. But used almost exclusively for the 

3
rd
 person. 

 

• Volitive yaqtula became Hebrew cohortative. But used almost exclusively 

for the 1
st
 person. 

 

• Yes you will sometimes see ־ּון at the end of an imperfect(?) verb in Hebrew. 

 

Why does this matter? Because there are phonological rules about what happens to 

vowels in closed versus open syllables. So it’s important whether a verb originally 

ended in a short vowel. It also sometimes makes a difference in where the accent 

falls and therefore what happens to the rest of the verb.  

 

 Imperfect  ָיׁשּוב

 Jussive  ָיׁשֹב

ָׁשב  Wayyiqtol  ַוָּי֫

 

 Imperfect  ִיְגֶלה

ֶגל  Jussive  ִי֫

ֶגל  Wayyiqtol  ַוִּי֫

 

 


